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The menu of Sadaf Cafe from Baton Rouge includes 5 dishes. On average, dishes or drinks on the card cost
about $7.6. The categories can be viewed on the menu below. What User likes about Sadaf Cafe:

The food was very good. The pasta was fine, but the chicken Shawarma, Pita and Hummus was delicious.
Definitely recommend the Greek tea, it was amazing. The restaurant was a bit dated, but the guy worked very
friendly. They stayed with him for about 15 minutes. read more. In nice weather you can even be served in the

outdoor area. What User doesn't like about Sadaf Cafe:
Took a late lunch and ordered a chicken swarma salad. I've eaten here many times and it has always been good.

Although the staff is courteous and the cafe is clean, the register employee also helps with the food using one
glove (touching food with the ungloved hand--the hand he uses to handle cash). The chicken was in the salad
was raw. They offered to replace the meal, but I think it has ruined my desire to eat here... read more. Sadaf

Cafe from Baton Rouge provides fine, light digestible Mediterranean cuisine with its characteristic meals, also,
the Greek specialties are highly appreciated by the guests of the restaurant. Besides small snacks and sweet

pieces, we also offer cold and hot drinks and cakes, guests repeatedly praise the fine, light flatbread that can be
dipped into the self-made hummus or a yoghurt dip; the exciting combination of figs and goat cheese is among

the highlights from the diverse culinary landscape of the Middle East.
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Chicke�
CHICKEN SHAWARMA

Vegetaria� dishe�
PITA

Ho� drink�
TEA

Popular Item�
LARGE TABOLEH SALAD $6.0

Condiment� an� Sauce�
HUMMUS

Restauran� Categor�
GREEK

HALAL

Ingredient� Use�
CHICKEN

VEGETABLES

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
PASTA

WRAP

Salad�
CHICKEN SHAWARMA SALAD $9.6

GYRO SALAD $10.3

LARGE FETA SALAD $6.0

LARGE FATOUSH SALAD $6.0
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